A custom blend of stone—predominantly gray, enlivened by accents of gold and brown sandstone.

The pictures on this page show ashlar guillotine-cut Delaware Valley Sandstone. Ashlar stones are cut to have pleasing regular shapes, like rectangles or squares.

**Guillotine Cut Stone**

Delaware Quarries

Guillotine Cut Stone provides beautiful split facings and reveals the natural inner beauty of the material. Thousands of pounds of pressure per square inch are used to cut raw stone slabs. Depending on the type of stone and its condition, the cutting force can reach as high as 50,000 psi. Because of this technique, weak or unsound stone shatters; only sound stone remains. Quality is assured, and you receive well-prepared, premium-grade stone.
The pictures on this page show rubble guillotine-cut Delaware Valley Sandstone. Rubble stones are cut to have interesting irregular shapes.

SPECIFICATIONS:

DELaware VALley SAndSTONE

Type: Sandstone blend.
Color: A range of light greys, with pink, light purple, brown, tan, buff, and red.
Shape: Produced in ashlar and rubble.
Size: Faces from ½ sq. ft. to 3 sq. ft.
Coverage: 4” veneer—35-40 sq. ft. per ton
6” veneer—30-35 sq. ft. per ton
8” veneer—25-30 sq. ft. per ton

Larger facings may be available, depending on the run of material.

Exact coverage depends on building design and masonry techniques.

Colors can be custom-blended to meet individual requirements, for example, to match existing stonework. However, as a naturally occurring property of the stone, color will vary.